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Abstract

This study examines the risk consequences of participation in inter-organisational information systems (IOS). The research aims to identify the risk mitigation and risk absorption impacts of IOS participation and evaluate the extent to which these impacts affect participation decisions. Prior research has called for a greater understanding of risks associated with IS. This paper presents a synthesis of the research on IS risk and illustrates that, to date, this call has been addressed primarily by one-dimensional studies. The paper highlights the changing context of inter-firm trade illustrating its increased reliance on networked collaboration. What remains uncertain is the nature and consequences of risk within this context. The paper presents a framework that will form the basis of the proposed research into the risk mitigation and risk absorption consequences of IOS participation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Driven by an increasingly competitive business environment and technological innovations the prevalence and use of inter-organisational information systems (IOS) is increasing dramatically. This growth is also being driven by larger organisations seeking supply chain efficiencies. These firms are now attempting, given the changing economics of IOS, to connect more small suppliers to their inter-organisational supply chain management systems. While existing research provides useful insight into IOS benefits it rarely assesses the risk consequences associated with the proposed benefits. Further, this research provides evidence that the benefits of IOS participation are often unevenly distributed among participants. With some participants being subject to strategic manipulation by more powerful firms. However, this work lacks a comprehensive analysis of risk posturing between firms with scant treatment of the risk mitigation and risk absorption implications of IOS. As such there is insufficient understanding of the risk consequences of IOS participation.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Risk and uncertainty in various forms have always been prevalent on the management agenda (Luehrman 1998; Oldfield & Santomero 1997). Previous research (Adams 1995; IFAC 1999) presents risk as composed of three distinct, but interrelated, dimensions - uncertainty, hazard and opportunity. Within inter-firm trade, firms have traditionally attempted to mitigate risks by engaging in vertical integration or by introducing contractual obligations into market relationships.

Technological innovations of the 1980's and early 1990's enabled a new modus operandi of coordination among firms that relies more on close-knit networks and value-added partnerships with small numbers of participants than on market relationships (Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993). Larson (1992) highlighted the proliferation of these networked organisational forms that do not fit into the market-hierarchy framework as proposed by Coase (1952). This non-vertically integrated and non-market relationship environment has been referred to as the ‘move to the middle’ (Clemons et al. 1993). This middle is characterised by co-operative relationships, mutual gain and collaborative information sharing (Powell 1990).

More recent technological innovations have led to proliferation of exchange technologies and structures often termed 'e-Business networks'. Current inter-firm co-ordination techniques and structures are becoming synonymous with use of some form of IOS (Buzzell & Ortmeyer 1995). Within the collaborative ‘middle’, these systems are designed to support automation of exchange processes, better visibility of the processes, and sharing of databases and applications (Grover et al. 2002).

However, IOS engender a risk paradox, in that mitigating identified risks may involve increased exposure to new risks. One justification for IOS adoption is to smooth links in the supply chain, eliminating supply uncertainties and reducing risk (Kumar & Van Dissel 1996) by achieving cost reductions, increased productivity (Barrett & Konsynski 1982), shortened lead times (Cunningham & Tynan 1993) and reduced inventory levels (Johnston & Vitale 1988). The reality, however, is somewhat different and while some success has been achieved in reducing uncertainty, IOS introduces a variety of new risks. Primary among these are the risks associated with the use of specific technologies (Barua & Lee 1997) including multiple standards and process reengineering, the risks associated with changes in the position of firms in the value chain, and risks from loss of bargaining power (Clemons et al. 1993). While many of these risks exist for non-technology enabled relationships the introduction of information systems has the potential to exacerbate these risk and hence, the strategic benefits of IOS participation are still unclear (Chatfield & Yetton 2000). In addition firms must also evaluate the risks of not joining an IOS (Barua & Lee 1997). Thus, understanding the risk
consequences of new ‘middle’ is critical if firms are to avoid becoming victims of strategic manipulation (Bakos 1988).

Currently, there is a significant body of literature and research on IS risk. However, synthesising this literature (Table 1) demonstrates that, when the primary area of concern is risk, it rarely addresses risk in the IOS context. Further, the risk areas tend to be confined to project implementation, development and management risks as opposed to strategic risk implications. Kemerer and Sosa (1991) do include an IOS focus in their research in Strategic Information Systems. Their research advocates using a systems development framework to identify risk. However, their work is one-dimensional and focuses solely on development risks. Vitale (1986) takes a more strategic view of risk and focuses on the risks associated with information systems success. Highlighting the increasing ability of IS to alter industry structure, introduce barriers to entry and increase switching costs. Vitale argues that these effects can ultimately, although unintentionally, have negative consequences for the firm. He stresses the importance of an increased understanding of the risks associated with IS and suggests evaluating the current impact of IS and the future competitive importance of IS to the industry as initial steps towards understanding IS risks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Primary Focus on IOS</th>
<th>Degree of Focus on IOS</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IS Development &amp; Implementation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>(Alter &amp; Ginsburg 1978)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>(Kemerer &amp; Sosa 1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>(Wilcocks &amp; Margetts 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General IS Risk Management</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>(Kelly Rainer et al. 1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Reengineering</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>(Charette 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure &amp; Abandonment</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>(Ewusi-Mensah &amp; Przasnyski 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>(Lacity et al. 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS Security</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>(Willcocks et al. 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Associated with Success</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>(Vitale 1986)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1  Indicative Synthesis of IS Risk Literature

There is a growing body of IOS literature. Table 2 summarises the IOS literature that includes some aspects of risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IOS Literature</th>
<th>Primary Focus</th>
<th>Risk Focus</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Collaboration</td>
<td>Risks of Conflict</td>
<td>(Kumar &amp; Van Dissel 1996)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics of Coordination</td>
<td>Transaction Risk</td>
<td>(Clemons &amp; Row 1992)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Activity</td>
<td>Risk Mitigation (Partial)</td>
<td>(Clemons et al. 1993)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Opportunistic Behaviour</td>
<td>(Pavlou 2002b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Number of Suppliers</td>
<td>Opportunistic Behaviour</td>
<td>(Bakos &amp; Brynjolfsson 1993)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sharing</td>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>(Borman 1994)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Indicative Synthesis of IOS Risk Literature

Kumar and Van Dissel (1996) posit that without adequate management, IT enabled collaboration can degenerate into conflict. Their study identifies risks of conflict and presents conflict risk management
strategies based on IOS typologies. Clemons and Row (1992) employ a transactions cost economics approach to analyse IOS structures. They argue that IT can reduce inter-firm coordination costs and hence transaction risk which they define as the cost associated with the exposure to being exploited in the relationship. However, this argument has not been empirically tested. Clemons et al (1993) build on the previous work arguing that a move to the middle will be brought about by the impact of IT on coordination cost and transaction risk. Pavlou (2002b) explores the role of trust as a mechanism for mitigating uncertainty in online B2B marketplaces. Bakos and Brynjolfsson (1993) investigate the optimal number of suppliers in IOS exchanges and highlight the potential for opportunistic behaviour, a transaction risk, as a result of over reliance on key suppliers. Finally, Borman (1994) argues that the reduction of uncertainty, through increased communication, can serve to reduce the consequences of asset specificity.

Cumulatively tables 1 and 2 highlight the dearth of research on risk in the IOS field by illustrating that there is insufficient comprehensive multi-dimensional research on IOS risk. IOS research that has focused on risk has primarily done so in a one-dimensional fashion and none of the current research on IOS risk addressed the strategic impacts of IOS participation on business risk. One such strategic impact is the degree of risk mitigation and risk absorption associated with IOS participation. This research proposes to investigate the risk absorption and risk mitigation properties of IOS.

3 UNDERSTANDING IOS PARTICIPATION RISKS

Inter-firm trade has always been subject to risk and uncertainty. Firms attempt to manage this uncertainty by engaging in vertical integration or contractual market based agreements. Vertical integration provides a high degree of control but at a high coordination cost while market interactions offer low coordination costs at the expense of control. Driven by these limitations and enabled by technological innovations a new middle has emerged. This middle is characterised by a network enabled collaborative relationships between firms.

More recent technological innovations have impacted each of the three inter-firm trading structures. Enterprise collaboration systems have dramatically altered the economics of vertical integration. Business-to-business e-Commerce systems provide networked capabilities to market based interactions. Within the middle an increased array of networking technologies have become available to support collaboration. Given these innovations the middle has persisted as a trading structure as evidenced by the increased literature on networked collaboration, for example see (Borman 1994; Grover et al. 2002; Kumar & Van Dissel 1996; Buzzell & Ortmeyer 1995; Pavlou 2002a).

However, while a central motivation towards the adoption of vertical integration or market interactions was the control risk and uncertainty, it is unclear what as to what risks and uncertainties are present in the new structure of the middle.

The literature synthesis presented earlier provides an initial basis for understanding risk in IOS by explicitly identifying some of the risks associated with IOS participation. The discussion on the emergence of the new ‘middle’ aids understanding of the problem by providing a context within which new trading relationships can be evaluated. However, neither provides insight into potential risk mitigation or risk absorption capabilities of IOS within the networked collaborative structure. Hence, further research is required to investigate the risk consequences of IOS participation. The contribution of this research is to evaluate the emerging, collaborative-networked structure of inter-firm trade through the traditional literature on risk. Identifying the risk mitigation and absorption consequences of participation in this new form of inter-firm trade. To date no such analysis has been done.
4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This research provides an exploratory study of the relationship between IOS participation and risk. The research objective is:

to examine the risk consequences of participation in Inter-Organisational Information Systems (IOS)

Specifically, the research seeks to identify the risk mitigation and risk absorption impacts of IOS participation, evaluate the extent by which these impacts differ for small and large participants and to assess the impact risk has on participation decisions. That is:

RQ1: to what extent does IOS participation mitigate risk?
RQ2: to what extent does IOS participation absorb risk?
RQ3: what impact does organisational size have on risk mitigation and risk absorption?
RQ4: what role do managers’ perceptions of IOS participation risks play in participation decisions?

5 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

As previously defined, risk is composed of three dimensions: uncertainty, hazard and opportunity. Pure risk mitigation is conceptualised as reduced hazard, increased opportunity and reduced uncertainty, while pure risk absorption is conceptualised as increased hazard, reduced opportunity and increased uncertainty.

Figure 1 presents an indicative version of the conceptual framework to be use in the study to assess the risk consequences for organisations participating in IOS. This framework identifies the generic risk categories of IOS participation as technical, operational and strategic. Indicative risk elements are then classified within these generic groups before being analysed under the dimensions of risk. Uncertainty, will be operationalised by utilising the four measures of uncertainty: a clear enough future, alternative futures, a range of futures and true ambiguity as identified by Courtney et al (2000). Hazard will be operationalised by the number of responses available to counter act the potential downside effects. Opportunity will be operationalised by the number of positive alternative outcomes identifiable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Degree of Integration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Dependency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Conceptual Framework
6 PROPOSED RESEARCH APPROACH AND RESEARCH METHODS

This project is exploratory with the intent of building upon and expanding existing theory of technology enabled supply chain relationships. The theory building aspect of this research and the absence of a priori principles places it within the inductive research tradition. In addition, as one of the main goals of the research is to yield a greater understanding of human thought and action the research is hermeneutic in nature and thus lies firmly within the interpretative tradition. Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991) illustrated that positivist research has traditionally been the dominant research paradigm in IS research. However, they posit that this dominance has been unnecessarily restrictive and that much is to be gained from the use of other research perspectives in the IS domain. Since then the interpretative approach has emerged as an important strand of IS research and has gained a wide acceptance in the IS domain (Klein & Myers 1999; Walsham 1995; Lee 1999).

While the research methodology is interpretative this does not necessarily restrict the choice of research methods to methods traditionally associated with interpretive research. Mingers (2001) argues that a richer understanding of the research topic can be gained by combining several research methods. He develops the work of Lyytinen and Klein (1985) who argued for a coming together of the hermeneutic and empirical-analytic traditions in IS research. Consequently the proposed research methods for data collection are questionnaire surveys and case study analysis. Such plurality of research method is useful for triangulation and has gained acceptance in the IS domain (Mingers 2001; Palvia et al. 2003). The completed framework will form the basis for a questionnaire survey instrument. The survey will be cross sectional but targeted at firms known to be participating in some form of IOS. The mailing list will be compiled from members of the Electronic Commerce Association and other available sources. It is expected that the number of companies that will fit the research profile will be in the region of 100-300. This may necessitate the use of a purposive, non-probabilistic sample. The survey findings will be cross-validated by utilising case based research methods on a selected number of cases. It is anticipated that preliminary survey results will be available for presentation at the conference.
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